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Abstract. In this communication we described how, with nonuniform sampling, the
concept of bandlimited extrapolation can be
used to obtain unambiguous Doppler velocity
estimates in the supra-Nyquist region. The
proposed method coherently processes a multiPRI sample using a generalized form of periodogram analysis. The work is described in
the context of meteorologicDoppler processing
and indudes a discussion of effective suppression for stationary ground clutter when multiPRI schemes are used.
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Figure 1: ASR-9block-staggered waveform.

B. The ASR-9 Wind Shear Processor
Our work is motivated by the following a p
plication - estimation of weather spectrum m e
ments using a Wind Shear Processor (WSP)modification to the Federal Aviation Administration’s
(FAA) Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR-9). Lincoln Laboratory, under FAA sponsorship, has developed a prototype WSP for the testing of candidate low-altitude radial-wind algorithms. These
algorithms require both aggressive suppression of
stationary ground clutter and spectral moment estimation that accounts for the possibility of v e
locity ambiguity. The requirements are difficult
to meet because the ASR-9’s characteristics include a 12.5 RPM scan rate and a block-staggered
sampling scheme. Figure 1 illustrates the ASR-9
variable-PRI waveform, which is employed to mitigate ”blind” speeds for aircraft targets. In the
time it takes to scan one beamwidth, the ASR-9
transmits two coherent processing intervals (CPZS):
one eight-pulse long-PRI (-1 msec) block followed
by one ten-pulse short-PRI block. The ratio of
PRIs is 7:9, and the associated Nyquist velocity
for this S-band radar is only 26 m/s corresponding to the long-PRI rate. In order to obtain a sufficient number of samples for clutter suppression
and weather-Doppler estimation, the WSP operates coherently across three of the individual pulse
blocks, resulting in the “8-10-8” sampling pattern
shown in Fig. 1. This “extended” CPI spans 27
pulses and is the longest deterministic waveform
available - owing to the use of fill pulses which
compensate for wind loading while ensuring antenna registration in azimuth.

I. INTRODUCTION
A . Meteorologic Doppler Processing
hflectivity and velocity estimation errors c
a
w
ed by range and Doppler ambiguities are a fundamental problem in weather radar. The use of variable pulse-repetition intervals (PRIs) to support
resolution of velocity ambiguities has been discussed in the meteorologic context ([1], for example ), but dedicated weather radars typically settle on constant-PR.I waveforms to facilitate both
ground-clutter suppression and coherent process
ing across the entire sample. The latter issue is
important because these radars typically scan at
high rates and multiple elevation angles. Hence,
Doppler estimation is limited to coherent sample
vectors on the order of only 20-40 pulses, which
can be a significant limitation given the lower returned power and distributed nature of meteore
logic events. Since weather radars often estimate
weather-echo spectr a1 moments using a single-lag
autocorrelation method (e.g., “pulse pair”), splitting the available “time on target” among multiple PFUs, a reduction of coherent averaging, represents an additional compromise. Although periodogram based methods are sometimes used to estimate weather spectral moments, there currently
is no effort in the meteorologic community directed
at spectral estimation using multi-PRI signals.
‘The work described has been sponsored by the Federal
Aviation Administration. The U.S. Government assumes
no liability for its contents or use thereof.
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C. Remainder Theorem Dealiasing
3

When multi-PIU is used to extend the range
of unambiguous Doppler, computations based on
the so-called Chinese Remainder Theorem are usually employed. In such cases, measurements corresponding to each PR;I are pooled and processed
to obtain single-lag velocity estimates. In the case
of the ASR-9 this produces two estimates: VL and
VH. Fig. 2 illustrates the type of logic that is relied
upon. The top panel shows the folding behavior
of low and high velocity estimates. The middle
panel illustrates a form of correction logic based
on the difference between the estimates. The m a p
and
ping in the middle panel - between
the ideal states of AV = V. - V. - is unique
out to 9 times VL (7 times VH)-In principle, by
testing the difference velocity, one can infer the
proper correction for one or both estimated velocities. The performance of such a scheme, in
the context of the ASR-9, is illustrated in the
bottom panel which plots the percentage of correct (POC) decisions (i.e., dealiasing corrections)
made in a Monte Carlo experiment consisting of
5,000 realizations. This plot is for the case where
the signal has a Gaussian-shaped power spectrum,
the spectral spread is 2 m/s, measurement noise
is white, and the signal-tcmoise (SNR) ratio is
10 dB. Clearly, for this example, the performance
of this method is quite erratic beyond the longPFU Nyquist bound.
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Figure 2: Remainder Theorem dealiasing and the
ASR-9.
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Figure 3: ASR-9 data as an incomplete sampling:
symbols “x” and uon represent locations of long- and
shortPRI samples.
The operator L is a projection operator for the
known band of frequencies; L is both idempotent
and self adjoint. Estimation of y from measured z
is underdetermined, but with constraint L and an
appeal to the minimum-norm least-squares principle, one may select as solution

5 = LS~(SLST)-’~

A . Bandlimited Eztrapolation

(3)

because this has minimum norm among all feasible reconstructions. Interpolation to missing measurement values is an equally valid interpretation
of the above, and this is the focal point for our
variablePM application.

A signal y is bandlimited (BL) if its Fourier
transform Y ( w ) is zero for IwI > wc. Band-limited
extrapolation refers to a class of problems wherein
one attempts to make use of this specific prior information to extend a signal beyond the original
measurement interval. The discrete case is treated
nicely in [2]; the essential components are as follows. A finite, or “incomplete”, measurement vector z results from application of a sampling matrix
S to a “complete” data vector sample y:

B. BL Interpolation with Nonuniform Sampling
If, as in the case of the ASR-9, the non-uniform
sampling of multi-PRI occurs at integer multiples
of some fundamental sampling interval, then the
measured radar returns can be viewed as an incomplete measurement from a much finer uniform
sampling grid. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3
for the case of the ASR-9. Here, the uniform sampling grid is at a rate 9 times higher than the longPRI sampling rate and would have a corresponding Nyquist velocity of 234 m/s.

(1)

Because y is bandlimited, there exists an appropriate ideal low-pass filter matrix L such that
y=Ly.
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We can take y to be the finite uniformly sampled vector of length Ny,
whereas the incomplete
sample z has length N , < Ny.For the ASR-9
example, N,, = 215 and N, = 27. Filter L can
be decomposed using a discrete Fourier transform
(DE'T) D so that
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where A is a diagonal matrix containing the filter
weights as its entries; for an ideal filter, these equal
either zero or one. Solution (3) now has the form

p = D ~ A D S T ( S D ~ A D S T; ) - ~ ~(5)

P =0 0=ADST(SdADST)-lt.
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Figure 4: Bandlimited dealiasing of an ASR-9 signal.

The Ny x N, matrix OST is the submatrix obtained from the DFT matrix by taking the N,
columns corresponding to the actual data sample
times. Equation 6 also indicates how one obtains a
periodogam spectral estimate from nonuniformly
sampled data.

described above, and the results are summarized
in the upper four panels of Fig. 4. F'" the bottom up, the first mini"norm estimate considers all frequencies in the range i234 m/s equally
likely. Multiple peaks due to aliasing are clearly
evident; however, nonuniform sampling introduces
significant distortion such that one region can be
distinguished as more likely than the others. The
top three panels illustrate that successive contraction of the support of A, based solely on power
thresholding, correctly identifies the target interval and provides an unambiguous estimate for this
example. Surprisingly, the method holds up quite
well over the full range of Doppler velocities shown
in the figure.

C. BL Interpolation and Dealicrsing
Suppose that y is bandlimited such that the t e
tal support of its frequency content is confined to
a region of length U << w, but that a priori we do
not know its location. The problem of identifying
a most likely location was considered in [3], where
an iterative scheme was proposed in the context of
BL extrapolation with unknown sinusoidal compe
nents. The method begins by taking A = & su+
that all w < w, are likely, and one estimates Y
according to (6). The resulting estimate Y is then
thresholded in magnitude to eliminate lowenergy
components and this result is used to collapse the
support of A0 to produce AI, where [AI],, = 1 if
lpkl > c and is zero otherwise. In this sense, the
method is similar to other forms of signal-subspace
estimators.
Good empirical results were reported in [3]How does the idea hold up with non-sinusoidal signals? Figure 4 is an ASR-9 simulation that illustrates the method. The bottom-most panel plots
the source power spectral density for a simulated
ASR-9 signal centered at the supra-Nyquist velocity of 35 m/s with spectral width 2 mJs. A realization simulating a 10 dB SNR was analyzed as
'Here, we use

-

0-15 -30 -

or, since we are potentially interested in frequencydomain computation, we can work with the DFT
of p:

111. WEATHERRADAR DEALIASING

A. Testing f o r Spectral Support

For Fig. 4, w, was taken to be the Nyquist
velocity corresponding to the uniform sampling
rate - a value much higher than needed €or most
meteorologic applications. A more practical version might only consider Doppler velocities in the
range h50 m/s, as initially shown for the Remainder Theorem dealiasing in Fig. 2. When this is
done it becomes apparent that there is information, other than peak power, which can be used
to distinguish candidate support for meteorologic
targets. Figure 5 shows an analysis for a simulation as in Fig. 4 but with the reduced w , of

"t" to indicate conjugate transpose.
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Figure 5: Peak power and width statistics can serve
to identify aliased components: aliased energy exhibits
decreased peaks and local whitening.

Figure 6: Probability of correct decision and standard
error results for a spectrum width of 2 m/s and SNR
of 10 dB.

50 m/s. As before, the true source location is the
supra-Nyquist 35 m/s and the main competition
is from aliased energy appearing around -35 m/s.
However, aliased energy generally appears as a
"whitened" version of the true source due to a
mismatch with the phase encoding of the known
nonuniform sampling. This suggests that a statif
tic based on a ratio of local peak power to spectral
spread can be used to collapse the support of A.
We therefore investigated the following modification to the method proposed in [3]. In the bottom
panel of Fig. 5 horizontal arrows indicate, first,
that a threshold test at -10 dB was used to identify
significant energy levels. Because we assume our
source spectrum to be distributed, we extend the
support at the -10 dB threshold (i.e., fill gaps) to
ensure that support intervals have at least a minimum length; in the present case, the minimum
support length was taken to be nine contiguous
DFT coefficients. The horizontal arrows in Fig. 5
therefore indicate the energy extent over two likely
support regions after one iteration. Local spectral
moments over individual support segments were
computed and the ratio of peak local power (vertical azrows in Fig. 5) to local spread was used
to select the most likely support interval. In this
way, the method was used to arrive at a decision
after one iteration, and a second iteration could
be used to provided a final spectral estimate.
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Figure 7: For the ASR-9, a true V near 17 m/s has
aliased energy near -50 m/s which, when partially cutoff,can lead to erroneous decisions.

experiment realizations. The results for a spectrum width of 2 m/s and SNR of 10 dB are shown
in Fig. 6. The lower panel plots the estimated
standard error (SE) for the spectral mean (i.e.,
velocity estimate) conditioned on the event that
the correct Nyquist interval had been selected3.
The upper-panel is the corresponding POC performance curve, which compares very favorably with
the equivalent POC curve for Residue Theorem
dealiasing, shown in Fig. 2. Generally the POC
values in Fig. 6 are at 98% or above. However,
the POC curve does dip to 93% at a velocity of
-17.5 m/s. The reason for this is shown in Fig. 7
and points out a shortcoming in the described decision/estimation procedure. Signal energy near
17.5 m/s is aliased near -50 m/s, which was the

B. Performance Results
The feasibility of the above decision/estimation
procedure was explored using a Monte Carlo analysis. Spectrum widths in the range 1-4 m/s and
SNR ratios between 0-20 dB were examined. All
performance estimates were computed from 5,000

3Here, a correct Nyquist interval decision means that
the estimated spectral mean w a within f 2 6 m/s of the
true Doppler velocity.
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essary t o preprocess the data with a high-pass filter. Because the samples are no longer uniformly
spaced, this implies the need for timevarying filters in order to preserve the "phase encoding" of
that sampling. Recent work by one of us [5] examined design techniques for timevarying finite
impulse response (FIR) filters that achieve Chebyshev or mean-squared (MS)optimality while preserving the sampling information of the multi-PRI
waveform. Ignoring for the moment that the ASR9 uses fill pulses to maintain antenna alignment,
it would require a periodically timevarying structure with period 18 to filter the ASR-9WSP data
.(see Fig. 1). The average magnitude response4 for
such a 17-coef6cient MS-design time-varying FIR
filter is shown in Fig. 8 (upper panel).
Mat& ~ n s f o r m r In a slight deviation from
traditional filter forms, one could also consider the
design of a matrix transform H,applied to data z,
as a means of filtering. Clearly FIR and IIR structures can be implemented as matrix transforms,
but in [SI we examined the complex domain design
of the matrix transform directly in an attempt to
benefit from any added degrees of freedom. The
average magnitude response for one of these t r a n s
forms is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 8. The
potential of this method is that filter H can be
concatenated with the operators in Equations 5
and 6:
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Figure 8: High-pass clutter filters for use with multiPRI signals.
(arbitrarily) chosen cutoff for spectral estimation.
The artificial cutting of the aliased energy has an
obvious negative effect on our statistic for selecting
spectral support by spectral spread. While Fig. 6
shows the method to be promising, Fig. 7 shows
that there are still problems that must be dealt
with. Overall, within the range of spectral widths
and SNR values examined, POCs of better than
90% appear possible.

IV. SUPPRESSION
OF STATIONARY
GROUND

6 = D~ADST(SD~ADST)-'H~ (7)

CLUTTER
and

A . Options

P = ADST(SDtADST)-lHt.

As implied in the introduction, the suppres-

(8)

This invites an alternative idea to the iterative
method described in Section 111. To the extent that
a set of predefined masks A k ( h = 0, ..., K - 1)
can be specified, the filtering operation can be
embedded in the computations of the frequencydomain mapping. For example, with the above
ASR-9 example, one could predefine operators based
on the overlapping support regions [-50, 01, [-25,251,
and [25, 501 m/s. The dealiasing problem then b e
comes a problem of making the a posteriori decision of best model fit. Figure 5 indicates that such
a strategy might also succeed, at least in the context of our ASR-9 application.

sion of stationary clutter is a major concern for
weather radars that measure horizontal wind fields
near ground level. There are, at least, three options that can be used in the context of the above
spectral processing; they are as follows.
Bandlimited Estimation: In view of the d i s
cussion of Section 11, it is clear that if the clutter spectrum is centered at zero and confined to
frequencies Iw\ < wclutter, one can appropriately
modify the filter weighting function A so that estimation ofsignals only within the range wdutter <
IwI < w , is enabled. This was considered and
discussed in [4], for example, in the context of
BGextrapolation spectral estimation. This could
be sufficient if zero-Doppler energy does not alias
into any other velocity region of interest; for the
~k50m/s examples considered here, it doesn't.
High-Pass Filtering: To be free of the effects
of aliased ground-clutter returns, it may be nec-

B. Effect on Dealiasing
The experiment of Section III-B was repeated
using the matrix filter of Fig. 8. For the exam-

'The magnitude response to sampled complex sinusoids
was

averaged over filter number.
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formance was shown to be an improvement over a
more conventional multi-PRI dealiasing technique.
Hence, this processing approach - when used with
suitable transmitted waveforms - can provide r e
liable, unambiguous Doppler spectrum estimates
which can be used directly for weather echo m e
ment calculations. Because the method processes
an entire data sample coherently, there is no sacrifice of data integration to remove Doppler ambiguity.
To be an effective method, the multi-PRI technique must also be compatible with methods that
suppress radar returns from stationary ground clutter. We have implemented algorithms that perform complex domain design and that allow arbitrary specification of the filter group delay. We
have successfully designed block-oriented "matrix"
filters,demonstrated for the ASR-9 27-pulse sample; and more traditional timevarying FIR filters, such as might be used for Moving Target Indicator (MTI)processing. We have successfully
demonstrated the use of the block-oriented filtering scheme with time-domain Doppler processing
and the multi-PRI dealiasing method described
here.
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Figure 9: Probability of correct decision and standard
error results for filtered ASR-9 data. Signal spectrum
width is 2 m/s, SNR is 10 dB, and the lower-panel
filter of ~ i ga. WS nsed.
ple shown, the simulation used a signal spectrum
width of 2 m/s, an SNR of 10 dB, a clutter to
signal ratio (CSR) of 10 dB, and a clutter (also
Gaussian shaped) spectral width of 0.75 mfs. The
corresponding SE and POC estimates are shown
in Fig. 9. Overall, the POC results are slightly
better than those of Fig. 6 because the filter has a
5 6 dB dip at f50 m/s, which alleviates the correction errors characterized by Fig. 7. This dip in
the filter pasfband response is a consequence of
the ASR-9 block-staggered spacing. Applications
that would allow greater freedom in construction
of the variable-PRI sampling scheme have the pcr
tential to improve upon this limitation.

V. SUMMARY
The ASR-9 WSP development has led us to
attempt some new and novel processing methods
with respect to ground-clutter suppression, Doppler velocity estimation, and dealiasing. We here
propose a processing scheme which can be viewed
as a generalized form of periodogram spectral analysis. Although the method was described as an
adaptive form, it is also possible to cast these ideas
into a form where multiple precomputed transforms provide a fit for preselected frequency models. The "encoding" of a multi-PRI waveform coupled with an a posien'ori test, applied to the resulting signal spectrum estimates, could be used to
select the frequency interval (model) that best describes the data. These ideas were demonstrated
by Monte Carlo analysis, and the resulting per-
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